MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary

DATE:

September 16, 2019

RE:

September 26, 2019, Regular Board Meeting

This memorandum shall serve as notice of the Regular Board of Directors Meeting of the Eagle River
Water & Sanitation District:

Thursday, September 26, 2019
11:30 a.m.
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District Office
Walter Kirch Room
846 Forest Road
Vail, CO
81657

Cc public items:
ERWSD Managers
Ken Marchetti, Marchetti & Weaver, PC

Board Materials via Email:
Bob Armour, Vail resident
Caroline Bradford, Independent Consultant
Robert Lipnick, Vail resident
Rick Sackbauer, Vail resident
Cliff Thompson, IKS Consulting

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING
September 26, 2019, 11:30 A.M.
1. Consultant/Guest Introduction
2. Public Comment•
3. Action Items
3.1. Meeting Minutes of August 22, 2019, Regular Meeting☼
3.2. Colorado Special Districts Pool Designation – James Wilkins☼
3.3. Consent Agenda: Contract Log☼
4. Strategy Items
4.1. Eagle River Watershed Council Update and Funding Request – Holly Loff☼
4.2. Board Member Input
5. General Manager Report – Linn Brooks
5.1. General Manager Information Items
5.2. Operations Report*
5.3. Engineering Report – Jason Cowles*
5.4. Public Affairs Report – Diane Johnson*
5.5. Monthly Reports
5.5.1.
5.5.2.
5.5.3.

Development Report*
Authority August Meeting Summary – draft*
District and Authority Committees*

6. General Counsel Report – Jim Collins†
7. Water Counsel Report – Glenn Porzak
7.1. District Water Rights Appraisal*
7.2. Diligence and Absolute Decree for District Water Rights*
7.3. Waters of the United States Repeal*

☼ Action Item Attachment
* Informational Attachment
† Confidential Attachment
• Public comment of items not on the agenda is limited to three minutes per person on any particular subject for
which public comment is accommodated, pursuant to § 18-9-108, C.R.S.

8. Executive Session pursuant to § 24-6-402(a)(b) and (e), C.R.S.
8.1. General Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Jim Collins
8.2. Water Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Glenn Porzak
8.2.1. Bolts Lake Update†
8.2.2.

CRCA Update†

8.2.3.

Water Rights Hydrology Model Sharing Agreement†

9. Adjournment

BOARD ACTION REQUEST
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

James Wilkins, Director of Finance

DATE:

September 26, 2019

RE:

Designation of Member Representative and Alternate Member Representative
for the CSD Liability Pool

Summary of Subject: The attached form is required by the CSD Property and Liability Pool to designate
a new Member Representative and Alternate Member Representative for ERWSD that will handle
administrative tasks related to CSD Pool issues.
Discussion and Background: Evette Smits is currently the appointed representative. While she has
continued to handle this responsibility, and is also a member of the Claims Management Committee, her
current role as Collections Supervisor is less directly involved in this area than was her previous role of
Business Analyst. This change appoints individuals more directly tied to insurance renewals and claims
management issues.
Alternatives: Leave Evette Smits in the role or appoint another individual or individuals.
Legal Issues: While the CSD Pool requires that this representative be appointed there are no known
legal implications from this decision.
Budget Implication: None
Recommendation: Staff recommends the Board approve the attached CSD Pool Designation form.

Suggested Resolution and Motion: I move to approve the attached
form - Colorado Special Districts Property and Liability Pool
Designation of Member Representative and Alternate Member
Representative
Attached Supporting Documentation: CSD Pool Representative Designation Form

EAGLE RIVER WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT 2019 CONTRACT LOG
Contract

Date

Change Order

Number

Executed

signed on

19.15.076

08/24/19

2019 Water Quality Matters

Pinyon Environmental, Inc.

$124,237.00

S. Roman

10.3.9.10.34.040 Open/Contract Expires 1/31/20

19.15.077

09/04/19

Avon WWTF Lab HVAC Test
and Balance

KFI Engineers

$18,750.00

M. Mantua

10.1.2.00.05.142 Open/Contract Expires 10/4/19

Project Name

Contractor

Contract

Project

Account

Statue and

Amount

Manager

Number

Notes

330 Broadway, Unit D
PO Box 5740
Eagle, Colorado 81631

970-827-5406
info@erwc.org
www.erwc.org

Advocates for our rivers
Stephen Friedman, Chair
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District
846 Forest Road
Vail, CO 81657-5075
September 11, 2019
Dear Mr. Friedman,
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District (ERWSD) has been a strong and important
funding partner to Eagle River Watershed Council in 2019- and long before. Thanks to
your support, we are able to continue our watershed-wide work protecting water quality
and overall stream health in the Eagle River basin.
This critical work will continue into 2020 and beyond. Therefore we respectfully
request the same level of funding in 2020: $50,000 from ERWSD to be used as outlined
below. Other regular funding partners are listed, as well, to further demonstrate the
breadth of collaboration necessary to accomplish great things.
Water Quality Monitoring & Assessment Program ($25,000). This program
coordinates water quality and biological data collection by numerous entities in the Eagle
River watershed. The program provides a central and easily-accessible repository for the
data and insures that data collection is not duplicative nor that there are gaps in the
monitoring effort. Funding supports coordination of data collectors, data analysis, annual
reporting to stakeholders and the community, a shared database, and the production of
an interactive online annual report card that gives a graphical interpretation of the data.
Additional support comes from US Geological Survey (USGS), Eagle County, Upper Eagle
Regional Water Authority, Homestake Partners (Aurora and Colorado Springs), Climax
Mine, the Denver Water Board, Vail Resorts Management Company, Crave Real Estate, the
Towns of Gypsum, Eagle, Avon, Minturn and Vail, and the Colorado River Water
Conservation District.
General Administration ($25,000). Projects can develop or grow unexpectedly during
the year due to an emerging threat to water quality or a new opportunity. General
administration funds allow the Watershed Council board and staff to shift funds at our
discretion to the most pressing projects throughout the year.
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Currently, we anticipate using these funds to continue our outreach programs and
restoration projects, as well as our efforts to monitor and advocate for continued work on
the Eagle Mine Superfund cleanup and Vail Pass traction sand removal. More details will
be provided during Eagle River Watershed Council’s presentation at the September 26th
board meeting. General Administration support also comes from private foundations,
Eagle County, Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority, the Town of Avon, 23 local
businesses, individuals, and the Land & Rivers Fund.
Your support of Eagle River Watershed Council is recognized during our events
(Community Pride Highway Cleanup (April) and Eagle River Cleanup (September)) through
live mentions, banners, and logo placement in event promotions and on tshirts.
Additionally, we will recognize your support on specific project collateral as appropriate.
In recent years the Watershed Council has put a focus on our business and individual
fundraising efforts. Your support makes up 9% of our overall budgeted revenue for 2020.
Your financial support helps that continue as it provides evidence to the community of the
value of our programs and projects.
Thank you for your past support and for consideration of continued funding of Eagle
River Watershed Council. I look forward to talking about our continued partnership on
September 26th.
Sincerely,

Holly Loff
Executive Director
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Boards of Directors

FROM:

Linn Brooks, General Manager

DATE:

September 16, 2019

RE:

GM Report

Hahnewald Barn
Status

Salvage Design Center (SDC) has almost fully dismantled the barn. To date, SDC
held three local sales events at Avon Elementary, and a steady stream of locals has
reportedly purchased small amounts of wood. At least one more local sales event is
planned and will include some of the larger beams. The date of that event is yet to
be announced.

Rocky Mountain
Restoration Initiative

In December 2018, I reported that the Colorado Water Congress board approved
the CWC’s participation as a founding member of the Colorado Forest & Water
Alliance. This is an unincorporated group of organizations to advocate at the state
and federal levels for policies, funding and programs that support meaningful and
measurable improvements in Colorado forest health and watershed resiliency. The
other founding members were Club 20, Watershed Health Investment Partners
(Front Range water providers), the Colorado Timber Association, and the Nature
Conservancy.
The Alliance has made swift progress, recently meeting with U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture, Sonny Perdue, and Forest Service officials in Washington DC to
discuss the potential for project funding. Secretary Perdue approved the
identification of two forest treatment pilot projects, one on the eastern seaboard and
one in the western states. Both projects will develop a proof of concept for treating
forests to improve forest health and reduce the potential for large scale forest fires.
The Alliance is working to identify such a project within the state of Colorado for the
administration’s consideration and has branded this effort the Rocky Mountain
Restoration Initiative.
The Alliance hosted a regional stakeholders meeting in Frisco on Sept. 4, which I
attended. Other attendees included county commissioners from adjacent headwater
counties, including Kathy Chandler-Henry, the Regional Forest Rangers (Scott
Fitzwilliams and Aaron Mayville), the Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB),
members of the timber industry, environmental and recreational groups, Colorado
Parks and Wildlife, Front Range water providers, Colorado State University, the
BLM and the National Wild Turkey Federation. The purpose of the meeting was to
gain consensus on the need to increase the pace and scale of forest treatments
from regional stakeholders. The Forest Service was established in 1905; since that
time, 70% of the forest fires on public lands in Colorado have occurred in the last
ten years. These fires are due to a century of forest fire suppression combined with
warming climate conditions. With currently available resources, forest managers are
only capable of treating 10% of the forest areas that are at risk of large-scale fires.
Barriers to increased treatments were identified during the meeting. These include
Forest Service funding, management plans, stakeholder support and participation,

GM Report
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and federal focus on the issue. The White River National Forest is a likely candidate
for a pilot project because of its location, its status as the most-visited forest in the
nation, its location adjacent to the I-70 corridor (which creates risk of fire, but also
access for treatment activities), the high potential for forest fires due to the
unnatural lodgepole pine mono-culture, and that a mega-fire in the area would
cause severe impacts to local communities and regional economies. Attendees
expressed unanimous support for pursuing a pilot project. The RMRI team gathered
the following week to develop next steps. In the future, local entities in Eagle
County could be approached by the group to request funding for development of a
plan and application to the Department of Agriculture.
Eagle River
Community Water
Plan

On Sept. 5, District staff (Jason Cowles, Diane Johnson, Amy Vogt, Carol Dickman
and me) hosted a tour of important District facilities for the project managers and
stakeholders involved in the Community Water Plan. The tour was part of a series
of events to expose the stakeholder group to water issues pertinent to the
development of a community water plan. The tour educated the group on the
infrastructure needed to provide water to the community and presented the current
impacts (positive and negative) of water use in the basin on streamflows and
aquatic health. The tour also touched on water quality issues, the history of the
Eagle River Memorandum of Understanding, and potential future water supply
projects. Staff from the Cities of Aurora and Colorado Springs and the Town of Vail
partnered with us in presenting various topics.
We had a nearly full busload of participants. Attendees included representatives of
the Eagle River Watershed Council, Colorado Division of Water Resources (two
water commissioners), Colorado River District, Eagle County Conservation District,
Eagle County, Eagle Valley Land Trust, Minturn Anglers, the towns of Gypsum,
Minturn and Vail, Trout Unlimited and the U.S. Forest Service. Attendee feedback
was very positive.

OPERATIONS MONTHLY REPORT
September 2019
WATER
Staff updated the District’s Drinking Water Monitoring Plan, using the Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment (CDPHE) template. The Monitoring Plan provides a system overview,
documenting the system’s Operator in Responsible Charge (ORC), water sources, treatment
processes, service area populations, tank information, specialized sampling details, etc.
Lead and Copper sampling is complete in both the District and Authority service areas. Kailey
Rosema will present the sampling results at the October Board meetings.
WASTEWATER & LABORATORY
On Sept. 11, Tim Larsen of CDPHE paid an informal visit to the Edwards Wastewater Treatment
Facility and the Biosolids Containment Facility. Mr. Larsen is visiting statewide facilities that produce
Class A Biosolids. Mr. Larsen was pleased with the facility and overall operations. He made a few
recommendations for recordkeeping and annual submittal content. Parker Newbanks, the Biosolids
Containment Facility manager, will complete these items moving forward.
This year marked the 12th annual water quality and biological health sampling event.
Representatives from numerous departments collected water quality samples, flow measurements,
and algae samples in Gore Creek and the Eagle River. The sampling data is compared with
previous study results to identify changing conditions and trends, inform future nutrient regulations,
and assess the impacts of point and nonpoint sources. With this information, the District and other
interested parties can identify positive and/or negative trends and develop management strategies to
address water quality concerns.
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FIELD OPERATIONS
A tree trunk was safely removed from the Intermountain Sewer Aerial Crossing in Gore Creek. This
issue was previously identified, but it could not be removed until the river was below 100 cfs.

Field Operation crews reinstated a drainage culvert that was previously damaged at the Booth Falls
Tank site. The repair took place with the Booth Falls Tank overflow improvements. During periodic
inspections, vault structure defects were identified in the Highland Meadows Tank Valve Vault.
Affected components were replaced.
Fall periodic tank inspections were completed for District tanks. The Authority tank inspections are in
progress.
A contractor damaged a 12” water main in East Vail during excavation, after failing to use the
Colorado 811 Call Before You Dig system. The District will file a Damage Information Report (DIRT)
to the appropriate entity for documentation. The contractor repaired the main under the supervision
of the Field Operations Inspector.
Field Operations continues maintenance inspections on hydrants and system valves. Other ongoing
work includes cyclical sewer main jetting, closed circuit televising (CCTV) for condition assessment
of the collection system infrastructure, and manhole inspections. Jetting and CCTV operations were
completed in Wildridge and Beaver Creek. Inspections are ongoing in Avon and Bachelor Gulch.
Manholes on Beaver Creek Mountain were repaired after multiple defects were identified during
inspection.
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ENGINEERING
WATER PROJECTS
Berry Creek Booster Pump Station 1 Replacement

Carter Keller

General Project Scope: The Berry Creek Booster Pump station pumps water from the main Edwards
Cordillera Valley Club (CVC) pressure zone (Berry Creek Tank 1) up to the larger Berry Creek Tank
2; this station is at the end of its useful life. This project will replace the station from an in-ground
vault to a bunker-style, at-grade access vault. The replacement will increase reliability and address
electrical safety issues that were identified, including inadequate access, ventilation, code
compliance, and tank hatch improvements. Other items to be addressed include landscaping
improvements and electrical, instrumentation, and controls upgrades, as well as emergency backup
power and pumping connections.
Project Update: Construction contract was awarded to Phoenix Industries. A fall start is anticipated,
with project completion expected in the first quarter of 2020. The project team is working through a
Location and Extents application with Eagle County and anticipates resolution this month.
Radio Telemetry Unit (RTU) System Upgrades

Debbie Hoffman/Carter Keller

General Project Scope: This project is a systematic approach to install standardized communication
equipment to increase the reliability of the telemetry system throughout the distribution system (82
sites) and develop a standard (i.e., non-proprietary) telemetry platform to allow for competitive
pricing for upgrades, replacement, and system maintenance. Implementation is anticipated over a
three-year period with a highly detailed sequence and schedule to limit distribution system
disruptions.
Project Update: Integration is underway with the installation of radio antenna masts within the Vail
water system. Staff successfully conducted factory acceptance testing with Browns Hill to ensure
proper communication paths, logic configuration, and human-machine interface (HMI) screen
integration for a complete system. New programmable logic controller (PLC) installation is underway,
with new PLCs placed and commissioned on five of the 15 sites. Phase two construction is
scheduled for early November completion.
Village Hall Water Main

Nikola Nemcanin

General Project Scope: A water main currently runs underneath the tunnel accessing Village Hall
and the Park Hyatt in Beaver Creek. Corrosive soils and high groundwater have led to mainline
breaks. The project will replace the main with a non-corrodible HDPE pipeline material, reestablish
the service to Village Hall, install a dry fire standpipe, and abandon the existing hydrant, making the
new line a private service line.
Project Update: The project is divided into two phases to maintain domestic water and fire
suppression service to Village Hall and lessen the impact on the resort community: dry fire standpipe
installation and water main replacement.
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Dry stand pipe – Phoenix Industries finished installation of dry stand pipe. Fire Department
Connection (FDC) parts arrived, but installation is scheduled on Sept. 25 per stakeholders’ request.
The standpipe work will be completed prior to commencement of the water main replacement.
Water Main replacement – Phase I of the project will start on Sept. 25. The preconstruction phase is
underway, involving submittals, scheduling, and procurement of pipe materials. The project was
extensively communicated with stakeholders including One Beaver Creek, Park Hyatt, Beaver Creek
Resort Operations, Village Hall, etc. Internal coordination for isolating the mainline is underway.
Arrowhead WST-1 Coating and Misc Improvements

Nikola Nemcanin

General Project Scope: The Arrowhead 1 Water Storage tank is a 1.0 MG steel tank in need of
recoating and a few miscellaneous improvements, including a new vent, structural center column,
and overflow improvements. The project was originally scheduled for fall 2018 but was postponed
due to drought conditions. The project is split into spring and fall phases for interior and exterior
portions of the coating work, respectively. The project was bid in December for improved contractor
interest and was awarded to Riley Industrial of Farmington, NM. The design engineer is SGM, Inc.
Project Update: Interior coating is scheduled to begin on Sept. 17. CIP coordinated with the Field
Operations and Water departments to take the tank offline prior to start.
Avon Drinking Water Facility Flocculation and Sludge Collection Upgrades

Melissa Marts

General Project Scope: Flocculation and sludge collection equipment has reached the end of its
useful life and will be replaced with new equipment. To meet Partnership for Safe Water goals, a
third stage of flocculation will be constructed to further improve water quality. Findings from the latest
sanitary survey will also be addressed, with the addition of concrete curbs around
Flocculation/Sedimentation Basins 1 & 2 and a trench plate to route any water on the facility floor
away from the filter inlet channel. Chemical lines and the facility raw water inlet valve will be
actuated for enhanced process control.
Project Update: Construction started on the ADWF Flocculator and Sludge Collection project. RN
Civil is onsite installing curbs around Sedimentation Basins 1 and 2. The project team is planning a
plant-wide shutdown starting in October. Most of the conduit runs and wire for the electrical and
controls are installed.
Avon Drinking Water Facility Administration Area Improvements

Mark Mantua

General Project Scope: A Space Needs Analysis and Feasibility Study was conducted at the ADWF
in 2016 which identified certain needs to improve and expand upon the administration area or ‘front
of house.’ This was further reinforced by the in-progress Overall Facilities Master Plan. The project
generally includes a new control room and an interior remodel of the western portion of the ADWF
building to gain more office and meeting space for staff.
Project Update: Eidos Architects was selected to perform the design work for the improvements. A
kickoff meeting was held on Sept. 4 with staff and the architect. Two conceptual options were
presented. The desired option involves adding office and meeting space to the second floor of the
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building, requiring exterior modifications and relocation of HVAC equipment. Eidos is beginning
design of the improvements scheduled to begin next year.

Traer Creek Water Storage Tank Demolition

Mark Mantua

General Project Scope: This project consists of the demolition of the failed Traer Creek tank, piping,
and appurtenances; selective salvage of identified equipment; maintenance and protection of
existing utilities not scheduled for demolition; and grading of the site to a flat, even surface at the end
of demolition. Prior to Traer Creek Tank redesign, geotechnical boring must take place to determine
subsurface soil and rock conditions.
Project Update: Four contractors respondes to the request for bids. The lowest-bidding contractor
(360 Civil, Inc.) was selected. A notice to proceed will be issued the week of Sept. 23.

WASTEWATER PROJECTS
Avon Wastewater Treatment Facility (AWWTF) Nutrient Upgrades

Melissa Marts

General Project Scope: As identified in the Wastewater Master Plan Update, the Avon WWTF
requires upgrades to meet Regulation 85, which involves reducing the concentrations of nitrogen
and phosphorus in the effluent. These improvements will also allow staff to bypass flows from Vail
WWTF to AWWTF during the peak winter season. This project also includes improvements identified
in a 2017 condition assessment in other process areas throughout the facility. Scope includes the
following: addition of 0.6 million gallons of aeration basin capacity; a new secondary clarifier;
structural modifications to the existing aeration basins to remove the existing double-tees and
replace with a building structure; a new odor control study and system; and other improvements
throughout the facility.
Project Update: Staff reviewed the 60 percent design drawings and specifications and cost estimate.
The cost estimate is considerably higher than conceptual estimates, and a bulk of the cost savings
realized by the value engineering effort were absorbed by additional work, namely the need to
upgrade the plant’s existing aeration system. Buried utility potholing is underway to reduce project
risk, and a productive project meeting was held on Sept. 10 with the Town of Avon Building Official
and Eagle River Fire Protection District representatives. ‘Early-out’ fall work is not anticipated to
occur, but staff is working with Field Operations to facilitate relocation of equipment and materials to
the Hillcrest site. The Hahnewald Barn removal is nearly complete, and the project team is gearing
up to submit its 1041 permit application to the Town of Avon.
Dowd Junction Collection System Improvements

Debbie Hoffman/Jeffrey Schneider

General Project Scope: The project consists of four major components, all of which are at the end of
their useful lives: the aerial interceptor crossing at Dowd Junction; Lift Station 4, which conveys all of
Minturn’s wastewater; the aerial interceptor crossing at the Minturn Road bridge; and the force main
downstream of Lift Station 4. The project will also include capacity for growth in its respective service
areas, most notably the Minturn area improvements.
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Project Update: Staff is currently reviewing 90 percent design milestone plans and specifications for
the two aerial crossings. A meeting was held on Sept. 5 to begin design for the lift station
replacement. It is likely that the lift station will be constructed upstream of the existing lift station to
facilitate offline construction. Permitting is well underway, with an exemption from the Eagle County
1041 permitting received, and an exemption from Minturn 1041 permitting pending. Staff anticipates
receipt of US Forest Service Special Use Permit shortly and is awaiting a permit with Union Pacific
Railroad. The project will be advertised to bid soon. A follow-up inspection was performed on the
Minturn aerial crossing, and it appears that the past seasons’ runoff further degraded the structure.
Staff is evaluating stopgap measures to shore up the support piers prior to 2020 runoff.
OTHER PROJECTS
Overall Facilities Master Plan

Jeffrey Schneider

General Project Scope: This is a long-anticipated master planning project effort to study the current
and future space needs for the District and Authority, including the existing office spaces, staffing
needs, and other support functions (e.g., vehicle fueling, equipment staging, maintenance, and
materials storage). An internal steering committee was formed to guide the project and consists of
the General Manager and managers from Human Resources, IT, and Field Operations. This study
will assess the current real estate portfolio and identify future real estate needs.
Project Update: Interior floor plans are being developed for the selected planning alternatives. It is
likely that the first project will involve an addition to the eastern portion of the Vail Office that will
facilitate relocation of customer service and the eventual elimination of the ‘diagonal’ area on the
north side of the building. The draft deliverable is anticipated in October and will be presented to a
board subcommittee for feedback prior to presentation to the entire board.
Gore Valley Streambank and Streambed Stabilization

Mark Mantua

General Project Scope: The Town of Vail (TOV) operates and maintains the Gore Valley Trail (GVT)
from Dowd Junction to East Vail. The District owns and maintains an 18” sanitary sewer interceptor
main beneath the GVT in Dowd Junction. In many areas the GVT is supported directly adjacent to
Gore Creek by a vertical retaining wall with steep embankment slopes running up to I-70 on the
opposite side. In 2010, Gore Creek experienced a spring snowmelt run-off equivalent to the 100year flows causing flood damage throughout Vail. A small area of the GVT retaining wall failed, and
it is now an area of significant concern because the failure exposed the sanitary sewer main just a
few feet from Gore Creek. A temporary repair was completed by rebuilding and grouting the
retaining wall. Since that time, Gore Creek has undermined the boulder wall once again and caused
subsidence in the gravel shoulder of the GVT. Failure of the retaining wall in the area is again
imminent without repair. An intergovernmental agreement (IGA) between the TOV and the District
was executed, allowing the District to reimburse the TOV for half of the costs incurred during
construction.
Project Update: The Town of Vail postponed this project to fall 2020. The delay allows staff and the
town to pursuing grant monies to partially fund the project.
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WATER RESOURCES
The following content represents the ongoing evolution of data presentation for this report. Watershed
specific content (streamflow over water year to date and reservoir levels) are presented first, followed by
Upper Colorado River Basin precipitation. Streamflow hydrographs then show water year to date and
summer-only hydrographs for two key stream flow gages: Gore Creek at the Mouth and Avon below the
Wastewater Facility. The total watershed cumulative flow for the water year is then shown on the Eagle
River below Milk Creek. This gives some idea of how our water year has progressed in the context of
historical flows.
Inflow to Lake Powell, along with reservoir level data for Lakes Powell and Mead are presented last. The
level graphs show the past five years of data, giving some indication as to the impact of the previous
water year on these downstream reservoirs.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Boards of Directors

FROM:

Jason Cowles, Engineering Manager

DATE:

September 16, 2019

RE:

Engineering Manager Report

Village at Avon Planned Unit Development Water Bank
Planning staff recently met with Town of Avon staff and Village at Avon representatives to work
on development of a process for allocating water to developments within the Village at Avon
Planned Unit Development (PUD). The Authority’s water service commitment to the Village at
Avon PUD is limited to 106.3 acre feet of consumptive use. In the development agreement with
the Town of Avon, the Master Developer and Town are required to allocate water from the 106.3
acre foot water bank to individual developments as the PUD develops to insure that there is
enough water to serve the full build out of the PUD. With the impending construction of 240 new
apartments in the PUD, Town staff felt that it was necessary to begin implementing this process.
The Town and Master Developer plan to record a covenant against each development parcel
that documents the allocation of water from the overall water bank. To date, approximately 270
single family equivalents have been developed in the Village at Avon that are using just less than
10 acre feet of the 106.3 acre feet of consumptive use.
Edwards River Park Planned Unit Development
Planning staff have reviewed and submitted referral comments (attached) on the combined
Edwards River Park PUD Sketch Plan/Preliminary Plan application to Eagle County. We are
working to schedule a meeting with County planners and the applicant to review our comments
and work on revisions to the PUD Guide.
System Tampering Fines
The Construction Review Team reviewed two recent incidents involving Schofield Excavation,
and recommends assessing system tampering fines in the amount of $2,000 for each incident in
accordance with the District’s Rules & Regulations. The first incident occurred in late July on the
Edwards Spur Road project. District inspectors determined that an employee of Schofield
Excavating opened a valve on a newly installed and untested fire hydrant to the water system
without authorization from a licensed distribution system operator. The second incident occurred
the same week on the Bridge Road project in East Vail. Schofield Excavation began construction
on a section of sewer line that was being replaced as a part of the project without providing proper
notice or scheduling a pre-construction meeting with the District. A sewage backup occurred and
caused damage to two nearby residences on Lupine Drive.
Attachments
• Edwards River Park PUD Referral Comments 2019-09-03

September 3, 2019

Morgan Landers
Eagle County Planning Department
PO Box 1790
500 Broadway
Eagle, CO 81631

Transmitted via Email: morgan.landers@eaglecounty.us

Subject:

Edwards River Park PUD Consolidated Sketch/Preliminary Plan and Zone Change
Eagle County Planning File Nos. PDSP-9050 and ZC-9029

Dear Ms. Landers:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide referral comments on the Edwards River Park Planned Unit Development
(PUD) and Zone Change on behalf of the Eagle River Water and Sanitation District (District) and the Upper Eagle
Regional Water Authority (Authority). On June 14, 2019, we issued a Conditional Capacity to Serve letter for the
project that outlined several requests that are still applicable, including:
•
•

Eagle County (County) condition any approval of the Preliminary Plan with a requirement to include water
efficiency standards in the PUD Guide that are acceptable to the County and the Authority.
The County condition any approval of the Preliminary Plan with a requirement that the Developer obtains
an Ability to Serve Letter from the District and Authority in accordance with our Development Approval
Process prior to the submittal of a Final Plat.

In addition to the requests outlined in the June 14, 2019 letter, we submit the following referral comments based
upon our limited review of the application materials. We reserve the right to provide additional input as the project
progresses through the approval process.
1. PUD Page 20, Section 7 (F) Water Quality Measures:
a. This section requires that the project “include low impact design elements (best practices) to
further mitigate water quality impacts.” It is unclear what type of low impact design elements or
best practices will be implemented; therefore, it is difficult for us to ascertain whether this project
will effectively protect water quality. We recommend the inclusion of specific low impact design
elements and best management practices, along with design guidelines to ensure that water
quality impacts of this high-density development are properly mitigated.
2. PUD Page 20, Section 7 (G) Water Quantity Measures:
a. This section proposes that “indoor water fixtures and outdoor irrigation fixtures will use the latest
technologies and be water use efficient fixtures.” The PUD guide should require the use of
fixtures that are certified by the EPA’s Water Sense program, including but not limited to
commercial and residential fixtures such as toilets, urinals, showerheads, faucets, irrigation
controllers, and irrigation devices, and requirements to use appliances that are certified by EPA’s
Energy Star program such as dishwashers, ice machines, and washing machines. Further, the
installation of such fixtures and appliances should be verified prior to occupancy.

Edwards River Park Combined Sketch/Preliminary Plan and Zone Change Referral Comments
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3. PUD Page 21, Section 8, Sustainability:
a. The fifth bullet point should also include references to EPA Water Sense certified fixtures and
Energy Star certified appliances.
4. PUD Page 24, Section 11, Open Space and Landscape Guidelines:
a. Paragraph 4 should specifically require soil amendments for all landscaped and disturbed areas
to improve water retention and reduce irrigation requirements because the site has been
previously stripped of topsoil and mined for gravel.
b. Under the Drainage paragraph, the PUD guide proposes to capture and treat stormwater runoff
prior to discharging from the site using bio swales and other mechanical devices. Based upon this
section, it is difficult for us to ascertain whether this project will effectively protect water quality by
treating stormwater runoff from the site. We recommend the inclusion of specific stormwater
water quality treatment measures and best management practices, along with design guidelines
to ensure that water quality impacts of this high-density development are properly mitigated.
Further, the effectiveness of such stormwater quality treatment measures is a product of proper
operation and maintenance. The applicant should also be required to submit a plan for the
operation, maintenance, funding, and monitoring of stormwater conveyance and treatment
infrastructure.
5. PUD Section 14, Water, Sewer, and Water Rights:
a. Page 30, Paragraph 1: While the PUD Guide suggests that water rights could be dedicated to the
Authority to secure water rights for the project, the Authority is not aware of any water rights the
Applicant owns that would be acceptable to the Authority for dedication. To maintain consistency
with our proposed condition in the June 14, 2019 Conditional Capacity to Serve Letter, we also
recommend the third sentence be modified to read “The applicant will complete the Authority’s
water rights dedication process upon approval of the PUD Preliminary Plan and this PUD Guide
and prior to the submittal of a Final Plat for the PUD. An Ability to Serve Letter must be obtained
from the Authority prior to a Final Plat submittal.”
6. PUD Page 31, Section 14 (A), Water Quantity Measures:
a. Refer to our second comment.
b. The Authority will provide an overall water budget for the project consistent with the water
amounts determined necessary by the Authority’s Water Rights Dedication process to complete
this section. The PUD guide should also include a process to ensure that the PUD stays within its
overall water budget as development phases progress. The Authority suggests that water be
allocated for each individual parcel from the overall project water budget as the project parcels
are further subdivided. This process should also provide for verification of water usage by existing
parcels prior to future subdivision and procedures for remedying overuse within the project.

7. PUD Page 31, Section 14 (B), Irrigation Plan and System Requirements:
a. The PUD guide proposes not to utilize the irrigation efficiency standards if raw water is utilized for
irrigation. The Authority disagrees with this position. All irrigation, regardless of source, should be
subject to the irrigation efficiency requirements.
8. PUD Page 42, Section 19, Phasing:
a. In reference to comment 6(b), the Phasing section of the PUD guide should address how water
will be allocated from the overall water budget as the project progresses.
9. PUD Page 43, Section 21, Amendments and Modifications:
a. The District and Authority request to be a party to the approval of any Amendments and
Modifications to the PUD as these changes may alter the Authority’s water commitment to the
development and any water budgets assigned to individual parcels.

Edwards River Park Combined Sketch/Preliminary Plan and Zone Change Referral Comments
Page 3

10. Civil Engineering Plans
a. The Civil Engineering Plans, particularly the sewer and water utility plans, must be submitted by
the Applicant to the ERWSD Construction Review Team for review and approval prior to
construction. The plans propose to relocate an extensive portion of the District’s 24-inch sewer
interceptor through the project site and will require variances from ERWSD’s Rules and
Regulations as proposed. This is a piece of critical infrastructure that ERWSD must be able to
access and maintain though the developed area; therefore, modifications to the proposed sewer
and water plans may be required by the Construction Review Team’s prior to the Construction
Review Team issuing Construction Plan Approval for the project.
The Authority appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed Edwards River Park PUD and Zone
Change. Eagle County’s land use decisions have a direct impact to the Authority’s available water supply;
therefore, the Authority encourages the County to ensure that new developments utilize water in an efficient
manner. Incorporating water efficiency and conservation measures into new developments maximizes the
Authority’s ability to use its existing water supply to serve the future growth of the communities it serves.
The Authority respectfully requests a meeting with County Staff and the Applicant to begin to develop and
incorporate water efficiency, water quality, and land use process items outlined in this letter into the PUD Guide
prior to final approval by the Board of County Commissioners. Please feel free to contact me with any questions
or to schedule such a meeting.

Sincerely,

Jason Cowles
Engineering Manager

cc:

Dominic Mauriello, MPG
Micah Schuette, ERWSD

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Boards of Directors

FROM:

Diane Johnson, Communications & Public Affairs Manager

DATE:

September 26, 2019

RE:

Communications and Public Affairs Report

Eagle River Community Water Plan
On Sept. 5, district staff hosted a bus tour of the district and authority’s water supply system for Eagle
River community water plan stakeholders. The tour was like others we have organized, though modified
slightly to emphasize items important to the community water plan.
Eagle River Water Festival
Amy is supporting the Eagle River Watershed Council in their first ever Eagle River Water Festival to be
held Sept. 27 at Colorado Mountain College. Fifth graders from throughout the Eagle River valley will
attend the festival and learn from all the organizations providing a water-related activity. Amy is working
with interested district staff to host one or two learning stations at the festival.

Attachments:
1. Aug. 15 Colorado Sun story: Aurora spent $34 million on water from a toxic mine. It’s not as crazy
as it sounds.
2. Aug. 17 Denver Post story: Historic ranch on Colorado’s high plains now holds millions of gallons
of water for Denver-area economic development.
3. Aug. 22 Colorado Sun story: Fish ladders and boat chutes part of a massive dam rebuild on the
Arkansas River.
4. Aug. 25 Denver Post story: West wrestles with Colorado River “grand bargain” as changing
climate depletes water governed by 1922 compact.
5. Aug. 28 Vail Daily story: Tap fees to increase on new development west of Vail.
6. Sept. 9 Aspen Journalism story: Aspen joins water managers using new technologies to map
mountain snowpack, predict streamflows.
7. Sept. 11 Colorado Sun story: Colorado wastewater managers are grappling with a “wipes crisis”
that leaves pipes in crappy shape.
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Aurora spent $34 million on water from a toxic mine. It’s not as crazy as it sounds. – The Colorado Sun

Joseph Harrington, president of MineWater, stands outside the site of the main mine shaft for the London Mine in the
Mosquito Range near Alma, Colorado on August 7, 2019. (Dean Krakel, Special to The Colorado Sun).

ENVIRONMENT

Aurora spent $34 million on water from a
toxic mine. It’s not as crazy as it sounds.

The plan to tap the aquifer above Park County's London Mine could
provide a template for how thirsty cities can draw on new sources of
clean water, while also cleaning up polluted mine runoff
AUG 15, 2019 5:05AM MDT

Jason Blevins

AIRPLAY — Joe Harrington unfurls the map of the mine he owns, a once
https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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notorious source of toxic cadmium and zinc tainting water in the
South Platte River basin.

He traces his finger along a 20-mile fault line, an underground wall of clay
known as the London Fault that runs through the London Mine’s maze of

tunnels. The mine was a major producer of gold, silver, lead and zinc from the
late 1800s through the middle of the 1900s, and by the time it closed in 1991 it
was the worst-polluting mine in the South Platte watershed.

Above that fault line is the Continental Divide — which jogs unexpectedly

east-west along the Mosquito Range. And there, between the top of the Rocky
Mountains and the dirty mine, is an underground aquifer, 900 feet deep and
swollen with water backed up on that fault: billions of gallons of clean
snowmelt that refreshes every winter.

The watery lode is worth more to Harrington than gold.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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The hands of MineWater President Joseph Harrington as he studies a map of the old London mining complex in the Mosquito
Range near Alma. Harrington’s company is drilling into the old mine, finding underground sources of water before it gets
contaminated by the chemicals and ores and with innovative technology filtering it, pumping it out and releasing the water into
Mosquito Creek. (Dean Krakel, Special to The Colorado Sun.)

Solving for two problems
Harrington is a biologist, chemist and metallurgical engineer whose

company, MineWater, is tapping that clean water before it percolates through
the London Mine’s toxic tunnels and sweeps dangerous metals into the
thirsty Front Range’s South Platte River.

“It’s incredibly simple. We drain the water pressure away from the mine so
the mine workings don’t get wet and that stops the pollution,” he said, “so
we are diverting the clean water around the mine.”

The simplicity of his plan — essentially drilling drinking straws into an

overlooked water supply while diverting and filtering the smaller flows that
trickle through the mine — enticed the city of Aurora, which last year paid
Harrington $34 million for rights to about 1,400 acre-feet of his water and

could spend as much as $80 million more. An acre-foot is about enough water
to serve 2.5 households per year.

Aurora knew the London Mine and its water. The city, and many others, had
for decades taken a pass on London Mine water, noting the flow from the

long-dormant tunnel was laden with toxic metals. But Harrington took his
maps to Aurora’s water developers and showed them his logical,
uncomplicated plan.

“He really visualized it for us with his presentations and modeling. He

showed us ‘Here’s the fault. Here’s the water. Here is how I’m going to pull

that water down, and here’s how I’m going to treat the water in the mine,’”
said Dawn Jewell, an Aurora water resources supervisor. “So all the sudden,
we see a whole new clean water source. We were just so impressed with the
simplicity of his plan.”

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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Jewell calls Aurora’s deal for Harrington’s water a “win, win, win.”
“It’s a win for the city because we found a large chunk of water and that
doesn’t happen very often. It’s a win for the environment because he is

cleaning up that mine and it’s a win for the rest of the state because we aren’t
pulling water from the Western Slope and we aren’t pulling it from

agriculture,” Jewell says. “It’s a water source that doesn’t take water away
from anyone else. We are actually adding water to the river.”

Clean, filtered water pours from a reservoir on the site of the London Mine and into Mosquito Creek and will go downstream to
the city of Aurora (Dean Krakel, Special to The Colorado Sun)

Harrington is sure his tap-it-before-it’s-contaminated water plan can work
at hundreds of mines across Colorado where clean snowmelt trickling

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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through hundreds of miles of underground tunnels is leaching toxic

chemicals into streams and rivers, wreaking havoc on riparian ecosystems.
Not all of those mines have water rights attached to property like the London
Mine. But just about every dormant mine in Colorado has water backed up
inside its tunnels, Harrington says.

So if a mine doesn’t have water rights, he can follow the water downstream to
its owners and offer a deal.

“We can say, “Look, there’s 100 million gallons of water trapped in this mine.
When do you want it?’” Harrington says. “And Denver Water or Aurora Water
or the municipality says, ‘Wait, we didn’t realize we could get extra water

whenever we want it.’ We pump it out and we reduce the likelihood that the
mine will blow out. There are hundreds and hundreds of mines across
Colorado that have water in them and they all need to be dewatered.”

Harrington acquired the mine in November 2016 from the estate of an owner

facing a $925,000 penalty levied by the Colorado Department of Public Health
and Environment for draining more than 1 million gallons of tainted water
into South Mosquito Creek every day. (Harrington paid a portion of the

penalty when he acquired the mine and is liable for the rest once the water
begins flowing.)

Carol Ekarius, the executive director of the Coalition for the Upper South

Platte, said her group celebrates innovative treatments of mines that haven’t
operated for decades but have polluted the South Platte’s upper basin for
more than a century.

“Everybody said no to London Mine water over the last 30 to 40 years because
no one wanted to take on the responsibility of having to deal with all that

polluted water,” Ekarius said. “This plan makes so much sense. Trying to take

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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down the water behind the mine just seems immensely logical. Who’d a
thunk it?”

The main shaft in the London Mine, where MineWater is drilling two wells, one going vertically 203 feet down and eventually
reaching a depth of 1,010 feet and another being drilled horizontally to a depth of 6,000 feet. Inside the mine, the old timbers
and structures from the London Mine’s heyday can still be seen. (Dean Krakel, Special to The Colorado Sun)

The London Mine needed a lot of work when Harrington bought it. The tunnel
had collapsed and the water building behind the plugged outlet was

threatening a blow-out like the 2015 Gold King Mine disaster above Silverton
that sent 3 million gallons of toxic mine waste into the Animas River.

A couple of weeks after the blowout, Harrington built an interim filtering

system for the Environmental Protection Agency at the Gold King. Harrington
typically crawls deep into mines and installs his diversions, pumps and filters
“in situ,” or as close to the source of the pollution as he can reach. That way
he’s filtering maybe thousands of gallons of polluted water instead of
millions of gallons at the end of the mine. At Gold King, however, he
customized his technology to filter water at the mine’s portal.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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“The EPA supports the development of new technologies and approaches that

can be applied to mining sites,” said EPA Region 8 spokesman Rich Mylott in a
statement. “As conditions across sites can vary greatly, our ability to make
progress depends on developing new tools that can address the unique
circumstances, challenges, and opportunities at individual sites.”

Joe Harrington warms up after a long, muddy slog deep in the London Mine on Jan. 20, 2017. (Courtesy Joe Harrington)

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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To prevent another Gold King, Harrington’s first job at the London Mine was

to depressurize the mine tunnel. Then he crawled deep into the mine, wading
through sludge that reached his hips, to install small diversion dams that
move polluted water to a giant underground basin where it is filtered and
treated with a process that includes adding alcohol and molasses.
Yes, molasses.
Harrington buys molasses — a particular formula he created for industrial

application — and periodically injects slugs of the syrup into the underground

limestone cavity where he is treating acidic water pumped from the mine. The
molasses encourages bacterial growth that converts the sulphates — which

create a lot of the toxicity in acidic drainage — to sulphides, which react with
heavy metals to stabilize them in the mine.

“I’ve been buying molasses from molasses companies for 25 years. They have
a mix I made. I named it,” says the 46-year-old scientist who has become an
expert at using molasses to help control heavy-metal pollution. (He’s also
become an expert at keeping the sweet syrup from bears who go to great,
container-shredding lengths to find the nectar.)

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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A worker for Joseph Harrington’s MineWater company enters the shed containing controls and monitoring equipment on the
site of London Mine complex. Mining began in 1861 and soon after Mosquito Pass — nicknamed the highway of frozen death —
was constructed to transport gold to Leadville. (Dean Krakel, Special to The Colorado Sun)

While he’s diverting, pumping and filtering the mine water, his crews are
drilling four holes into the massive aquifer behind the mine, a lagoon

estimated at more than 100,000 acre-feet, which is roughly the size of Ruedi
Reservoir above Basalt.

One well reaches 1,010 feet into the ground and is pumping 1,000 gallons a

minute of clean water headed for Aurora. His team is working on a 6,000-foot
horizontal well that will reach even deeper into the underground water

source. The siphoning and the filtering have to work together, because if he

siphoned without cleaning up the mine, he could pull those nasty metals into
his clean aquifer.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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“We have spent more than $30 million in the last three years here, in

acquiring water rights, cleaning up and drilling,” Harrington says. “We are
way in deep here.”

Fighting more than pollution
Shortly after Harrington purchased the property in 2016, someone stole a

36,000-pound storage container loaded with equipment from his mine site.
A year later, vandals took a metal bar to the pump that injects alcohol into his
underground water-treatment system, which sent alcohol spilling into the
creek. He’s stirred some tension among locals who have long enjoyed free
rein on the dormant mine’s property by limiting access to the site and its
remote valley on the flanks of the Mosquito Range.

Remnants of ore carts sit outside a storage shed at the London Mine. As Joseph Harrington develops water on the complex,
North London Mill Preservation Inc. is developing recreational opportunities, including backcountry skiing and tours of the
historic site. (Dean Krakel, Special to The Colorado Sun)

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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He hopes that Jeff Crane and Kate McCoy can help with that. The pair are
developing a backcountry skiing operation on Harrington’s land in the

adjacent valley to the north, where the North London Mill processed gold ore
from the London Mine.

Crane and McCoy’s North London Mill Preservation Inc. is spending $200,000
this summer, thanks to support from the History Colorado State Historical
Fund and the Gates Family Foundation, to rehabilitate the historic North
London Office as a backcountry hut while the Colorado Division of

Reclamation, Mining and Safety is planning to stabilize the 1892 mill.
Last winter Crane and McCoy hosted both backcountry skiing and history
tours around the historic mining site.

“It’s been such a good relationship with Joe. He’s been supportive from the
get-go and he’s really given us the freedom to imagine what can happen,”

said Crane, who serves as co-executive director of the nonprofit. “We have a
pretty independent, but supportive, relationship with him.”

When Harrington took ownership of the essentially abandoned mine, it was
leaching more than 40 pounds of heavy metals — mostly zinc and cadmium
— into the creek every day.

He’s down to about 1.6 pounds a day in the winter and about 5 pounds a day in
the summer, which meets the EPA’s clean water guidelines. With the wells
being drilled and the mine water treated, he’s looking around the mine’s
3,000 acres for anything else that could be polluting the watershed.

Above the mine’s rebuilt portal are mountains of ore, about 400,000 tons of

crushed rock, Harrington estimates. He guesses there’s about $35 million in
gold in that ore. Maybe he could truck it somewhere drier and have the gold

extracted. He doesn’t want the gold. He wants the ore dumps gone. He thinks

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/15/aurora-water-toxic-mine/
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there could be 2 pounds of acidic metals leaching through those ore dumps
every day.

Harrington isn’t in the business of gold. He’s mining the West’s new gold:
clean water.

“We are trying to identify and fix as many sources of pollution as we can,” he
says. “Water is our future. It’s the sustainable resource we all need.”

Pulling together on “Parked” / Snapchat message revives CSU death

investigation / 400 lbs. of dirt & 5 lbs. of glitter / And much, much more
Parked: New state law brings hope to Colorado’s mobile-home residents
Oliver Herring: From MOMA, the Guggenheim and the Hirshhorn to …
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A Snapchat leads police to reopen investigation of CSU student’s death and
raises questions about gun violence

Opinion: Colorado’s representatives in D.C. must take a stand against
detention center horrors
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Ranch operations manager Gilbert Marin Jr. looks out over 70 Ranch Reservoir on June 25, 2019, in
Kersey.
KERSEY — The desire to expand housing, commerce and other development around metro
Denver and on arid high plains once deemed inhospitable has driven an innovative urban water
broker to build a $22 million reservoir on a ranch 70 miles east of the city along the South Platte
River.
Water siphoned from the river through a pipeline this summer has filled about a third of this
5,500-acre-foot — or 1.8-billion-gallon — 70 Ranch Reservoir. It’s the latest new storage in an
expanding network of reservoirs that United Water and Sanitation District president and ranch
2

owner Bob Lembke is installing to meet rising demands from Front Range suburbs hooked on
dwindling groundwater.
For decades, federal and state governments drove massive water projects in the West. But largescale dam and reservoir projects often are delayed amid environmental reviews and lawsuits due
to disruption of natural flows.
The reservoir that Lembke built near his private 13,000-acre 70 Ranch, purchased in 2003,
took three years to complete, the largest synthetically lined reservoir west of the Mississippi
River. It reflects growing impatience with constraints that could limit development along
Colorado’s booming Front Range.
Others in northeastern Colorado also are planning, and seeking funds, to build much larger
reservoirs that, like this one, would capture South Platte water otherwise bound for Nebraska.
Lembke has been able to avoid red tape — and has left critics asking questions — by working
with wealthy water-poor suburbs, building on land he owns and using former gravel pits off the
main channel of the river.
“We’d like to try to enhance the economic development. I’m a native. I grew up in Arapahoe
County. As a native Coloradan, jobs for my kids, and eventually my grandkids, are important,”
Lembke said in a recent interview in his headquarters suite at the Denver Tech Center.
“If you look at Denver, they’ve done a wonderful job planning for their water. But outside of the
Denver service area? There’s a lot of challenges in how to get water and economic growth in
these areas not served,” Lembke said.

3
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Craig F. Walker, Denver Post file
Robert Lembke, president of United Water and Sanitation District, poses for a portrait at his
office in Greenwood Village on Sept. 17, 2014.
Storing more water in new reservoirs — “utilizing a resource that currently is underutilized” —
is the key to enabling population growth and economic expansion, he said.
“We have tens of thousands of acre-feet of water that, without storage, will leave the state — to
no economic value here in Colorado. We can accommodate a great deal of quality growth. … I am
a problem solver. I like to tackle difficult problems. Providing water increases the value of land
that otherwise did not have water,” he said.
“We try to move more quickly” than federal and state government agencies “in a time frame that
meets the needs of small communities that need water. These smaller communities cannot wait
30 or 40 years for a water solution.”

Putting water to “beneficial use”
Under Colorado’s constitution, water belongs to the public. However, rights to use water can be
bought and sold. State natural resources officials are tasked with oversight, of administering
water allocations based on a priority system.
4

To gain rights to use water, developers must demonstrate in water court that they would put the
water to “beneficial use,” as opposed to “speculating” by holding water for profit. Beneficial use
has been interpreted as supplying cities, industry and agriculture, though courts also have
decided that leaving water in rivers to sustain natural ecosystems is legitimate.
Multiple stretches along the South Platte nevertheless are completely drained as urban,
agricultural and industrial users siphon water.
The problem across south metro Denver has been suburbs relying too heavily on pumping
underground water as a primary source because they lack sufficient renewable surface water.
Water tables are falling in some areas, state data shows, and pumping to coax water from
aquifers has become increasingly difficult and costly.
The East Cherry Creek Valley Water and Sanitation District and the Arapahoe County Water and
Wastewater Authority years ago turned to Lembke and his United Water and Sanitation District
to buy up agricultural land and gain rights to 11,000 acre-feet of river water previously used to
irrigate crops. Lembke defends this practice, saying farmers willingly sold their water rights to be
able to avoid bankruptcy and stay on their land.
But taking that water for urban use requires, under Colorado law, replenishment or
“augmentation” of flows that otherwise could run low to the detriment of owners of senior water
rights downriver. The primary purpose of Lembke’s 70 Ranch Reservoir is to provide
augmentation water — back-filling the river to enable use of the 11,000 acre-feet that suburbs
would withdraw 70 miles to the west near Barr Lake.
The 70 Ranch managers already have allowed fossil fuels companies to drill more than 500 oil
and gas wells on the property. Producing oil and gas consumes millions of gallons of water per
well, water that is injected deep underground with sand and chemicals to stimulate flows of
hydrocarbons. Some water for these operations comes from a smaller reservoir on the 70 Ranch.
“Because of the reservoirs, we have lands that can get water. Those lands have more value,”
Lembke said, adding that developers now could build new housing around south metro Denver.
“I have some land that has benefited. Some of my land would not have had water but for this
reservoir.”
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Helen H. Richardson, The Denver Post
Water flows through a drop structure into a new reservoir called 70 Ranch Reservoir on June 25,
2019, in Kersey.

70 Ranch Reservoir “brings up questions”
Historically, plains tribes treated the grasslands here in this area near Kersey — the 70 Ranch is
located 70 miles from Denver, Cheyenne and Sterling — as hunting grounds. Early settlers
determined the land was practically a desert, too dry for farming. Ranchers brought cattle.
The push for intensified development on Colorado’s Front Range, and beyond, has led to
demands for increased water supplies, though conservation in cities has decreased water use per
person. Private corporations have sensed opportunity — as farmers’ irrigation ditch
cooperatives did in the past.
A New York hedge fund called Water Assets Management, for example, has bought more than
1,500 acres of agricultural land in western Colorado with water rights. The idea was that water
will gain value if anticipated shortages in the Colorado River Basin compel California and other
lower-basin states to issue a formal “call” on water from the upper basin states (Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming).
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Across Colorado, government officials and others point to a trend over the past decade of outside
investors buying up irrigated land with water rights without any intention of playing an active
role in agricultural operations. These buy-ups are raising concerns about the survival of food
production and open landscapes.
“Whether on the South Platte River, the Colorado River or the Yampa River, we’re not in favor of
converting agricultural water use to municipal use,” said Andy Mueller, manager of the Colorado
River District, which represents western Colorado communities.
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Helen H. Richardson, The Denver Post
Bob Lembke, owner of 70 Ranch, is building and filling a new reservoir called 70 Ranch Reservoir
in Kersey.
The new 70 Ranch Reservoir northeast of Denver “brings up questions,” Mueller said. “Is it water
to support new growth? Or is it water to support the existing population that is dependent on
groundwater?”
The hedge fund investors purchasing land and water rights in western Colorado typically seek
double-digit returns, Mueller said. “They believe there’s monetary value there for their investors.
We’d say that’s speculation. How do we make sure there is not emerging speculation by outside
investors who may not have community values? How do we help farmers and ranchers stay in
business?”
Colorado leaders for decades have declined to regulate population growth and development. But
the growing private interests in water, perhaps reviving the role private financiers played
developing water systems in the 19th and early 20th centuries, has piqued concerns.
“Because traditionally in the West we have the mind-set that water is the property of the people,
we are concerned when water is being controlled and distributed by a private corporation that
may have very different interests from the collective group of people who are affected by the use
of that water,” said Anne Castle, formerly the top federal water official in the Obama
administration, now a senior fellow at the University of Colorado Law School’s GetchesWilkinson Center for Natural Resources, Energy and the Environment.
For an urban water broker to buy agricultural land and install a reservoir “is all perfectly legal
and allowable,” Castle said. “But it does make us nervous because we tend to think governmental
entities will have some accountability to the people to recognize the different kinds of values
people put on water. We just don’t have that assurance with a private corporation.”
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Lembke in his role as president of United Water and Sanitation also serves as president of the
Weld Adams Water Development Authority, which owns and operates the 70 Ranch Reservoir.
He pointed out that these so-called special-use districts are governmental groups.
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Helen H. Richardson, The Denver Post
A staff gauge marks the amount of water filling 70 Ranch Reservoir on June 25, 2019, in Kersey.

Using water intelligently
Denver-based water attorney David Robbins called Lembke “a very smart man. He is an
entrepreneur. He is filling a niche.”
The 70 Ranch site also is used for experiments in drip irrigation, aimed at using water more
efficiently to grow plants where otherwise vegetation might not survive.
Lembke now is installing other reservoirs — including two that he would own privately — as
part of a network that when completed would store about 30,000 acre-feet for supplying water
to suburbs, agriculture, industry and other development along Colorado’s Front Range.
He has built, or is in the process of building, four reservoirs upriver from the 70 Ranch at highgrowth locations along the South Platte: in Milliken (12,000 acre-feet), between Commerce City
and Brighton (3,500 acre-feet), east of Lochbuie (4,000 acre-feet) and in Fort Lupton (5,000 acrefeet).
These will supply businesses and housing developers in each booming area “to help them achieve
their goals for economic growth and development” using surface water from the river rather than
by pumping from over-tapped underground aquifers, Lembke said.
“Everything has got a finite limit,” he said. “But if we use water intelligently, we have the potential
for long-term growth in this region.”
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Fish ladders and boat chutes part of a massive dam rebuild on the Arkansas River – The Colorado Sun

Aurora and Colorado Springs replaced the 1964 Homestake Project diversion on the Arkansas River below Granite with a
fish ladder on river right, a spillway for flood-level flows in the middle and a boat chute allowing raft passage. The $9.1
million project allows rafts to safely navigate the entire Arkansas River from Leadville to Cañon City for the first time
since the mid-1960s. (Zach Mahone, Special to The Colorado Sun)

OUTDOORS

Fish ladders and boat chutes part of a
massive dam rebuild on the Arkansas River

In the process of rebuilding a diversion to get river water to thirsty
cities, Colorado Springs and Aurora collaborated with wildlife,
environmental and recreational interests for ambitious infrastructure
upgrade
AUG 22, 2019 5:05AM MDT

Jason Blevins

RANITE — The Arkansas river both ambles and rages below Leadville, with
https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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gold-medal fishing, Class II to Class V rapids hosting hundreds of
thousands of rafting trips and a vast, aging network of reservoirs

and pipelines that water two of the biggest — and thirstiest — cities

in the state.

But just below the former riverside mining camp of Granite, where a

dilapidated dam built in 1964 has long blemished the Arkansas River’s beauty,

rebar jutted from concrete blocks, preventing raft passage and spawning trout
battled the steep wall of blasted rocks to reach upstream pools.

“Not a lot of thought went into recreation or fish when this dam was built,”
said Ronald Sanchez, an engineer with Colorado Springs Utilities.

A lot of thought is going into fish and recreation now, as water managers in

Colorado Springs and Aurora join the Colorado Water Conservation Board, the
Pueblo Board of Water Works, Colorado Parks and Wildlife and the Arkansas

Headwaters Recreation Area in rebuilding the diversion that directs water to
the Front Range.

Make more journalism like this possible with a Colorado Sun
membership, starting at just $5 a month.

The $9.1 million project will make the entire river from Leadville to Cañon
City navigable for rafts for the first time in at least 55 years.

It’s part of the vast Colorado Springs- and Aurora-owned Homestake Project
that brings Eagle River Basin water from the Holy Cross Wilderness to the
Arkansas River Basin, through the Homestake, Turquoise and Twin Lakes
reservoirs for delivery to the Front Range cities.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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Rebuilding the Arkansas River in Colorado — The Colorado Sun

The cities started construction of the Arkansas River diversion in July 2018,

creating three distinct channels below a rebuilt intake that serves as a backup
water diversion to the Otero Pump station downstream of Twin Lakes Dam.

Before the Twin Lakes Dam was built in the late 1970s, the diversion was the

original intake that collected and directed water to the Otero Pump station for
delivery to Aurora and Colorado Springs.

One channel is a fish ladder for spawning brown and rainbow trout. Another
channel is a spillway to accommodate flood-level flows like the ones that
swelled the Arkansas River this spring. And a third is a series of six drops
allowing rafts safe passage.

The project marks a new era of collaboration between the diverse interests on
the Arkansas River between Leadville and Cañon City, one of the most
recreated stretches of river in the U.S.

“For me the coolest thing about it is that you have these large water utilities
in Colorado going above and beyond to do the right thing for the next 50
years,” said Salida-based whitewater park engineer Mike Harvey.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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Ten years ago, Harvey helped the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area craft
a report urging Aurora and Colorado Springs to consider recreation and fish
when it came time to rebuild the Granite Dam diversion.

“Hopefully this is the precedent that will be followed all over the state,” he
said. “It kind of feels like it is. It doesn’t feel like we have to convince the
classic water buffalo types that they have to think about boating and fish
anymore. They seem to largely be on board these days.”

Harvey, who has designed dozens of whitewater parks for Boulder’s

pioneering design firm Recreation Engineering & Planning, including parks

on the Arkansas River in Salida and Buena Vista, helped plan the boat chutes

for the Homestake project. Deere and Ault Consulting led the design, building
a scale replica of the channels and floating miniature rafts and kayaks

through the model to make sure the computerized engineering was on-point.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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Workers assemble a 66-inch pipeline used to carry water from the Arkansas River diversion to Aurora and Colorado Springs.
(Zach Mahone, Special to The Colorado Sun)

“There were some final tweaks we had to do after seeing the scale model,”
said Sanchez, standing atop the walls separating the channels as crews

assembled a huge pipeline for the submerged, concrete intake structure,

which the engineering team pushed further into the current after testing the
https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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scale replica. “By tweaking that in the model we felt much more comfortable

with the design we were going with. That’s not something we could have done
in the field.”

The Arkansas River accounts for more than $74 million of the $177 million in

economic impact created by commercial rafting in Colorado. The 102 miles of
river in the Upper Arkansas River Valley also ranks among the 322 miles of
Colorado waterways that qualify as Gold Medal Fisheries that can yield a
dozen large trout per acre. It also supplies a large percentage of water to

Colorado Springs and Aurora via the 66-inch pipeline that runs from the
Otero Pump Station.

Rebecca Mitchell, the executive director of the Colorado Water Conservation
Board, said the project exemplifies the collaboration of the Colorado Water

Plan, which gathered perspectives from all types of water users in the state to
create a policy roadmap for future water planning across the state.

Colorado Parks and Wildlife and the conservation board provided $1.2 million
in funding through Colorado Water Plan grant programs.

“This is the type of win-win project envisioned by the Colorado Water Plan

and a good example for future projects that the CWCB would like to continue
funding,” Mitchell said in an email.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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Colorado Springs Utilities engineer Ronald Sanchez poses above the Homestake Project diversion project on the Arkansas
River below Twin Lakes Reservoir. (Zach Mahone, Special to The Colorado Sun)

Aurora and Colorado Springs partnered on the Homestake Project in 1958 and
started planning an upgrade for the diversion below Granite more than a
decade ago. The new intake system is a backup in the event the federal

government ever needs to work on Twin Lakes and the supply to the Otero
Pump Station is disrupted.

It also can help the two cities take better advantage of their water rights
during high-flow years, when Homestake, Turquoise and Twin Lakes

reservoirs are full and spilling excess water into the Arkansas River. The

intake at the new diversion allows the cities to capture that water and divert it
to storage facilities on the Front Range.

“Under certain storage and flow conditions, we can actually increase our
yield,” Sanchez said.

Read more outdoors stories from The Colorado Sun.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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Both cities have an agreement to keep recreational flows in the Arkansas

River during the summer rafting season. The agreement also keeps yearround flows in the river that support a healthy fish population. The

construction of the boat chute and fish ladder are “a natural extension” of
that flow-management program, Sanchez said.

“Our primary responsibility is to take care of our assets and assure our water
deliveries, but we saw this as an opportunity to collaborate with our major
stakeholders,” Sanchez said.

Homestake Project crews saved slabs from the former Granite Dam to pave a portage trail around the rebuilt diversion on the
Arkansas River. (Zach Mahone, special to The Colorado Sun)

The cities have left the old dam’s stone pillars intact and will install historical
signage along the former Denver Rio Grande railway. Project engineers saved
concrete slabs from the old structure to pave a portage path around the

diversion. The project engineers also used plenty of river boulders in the

channels as well, grouting each stone in place to ensure stability as well as
smooth, rolling water.

“Even though it is a big structure … it looks somewhat natural versus being a
bunch of poured concrete everywhere, which is what they could have done,”
said Rob White, the manager of the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/08/22/homestake-aurora-colorado-springs-arkansas-river-dam/?utm_content=bufferb0e15&utm_medium=social&utm_…
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“Colorado Springs and Aurora really stepped up the engineering on this

project and really in the whole process they used in their design. It definitely
sets a new standard for what I consider the way we should move in the
future.”
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Colorado River water rights debated as climate change depletes supply
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West wrestles with Colorado River “grand
bargain” as changing climate depletes water
governed by 1922 compact
August 25, 2019 at 6:00 am

1

The Colorado River flows near the Bair Ranch rest area in Glenwood Canyon on Thursday, August
22, 2019. The river's water is divvied up among seven western states under the 1922 Colorado River
Compact.
Rocky Mountain water managers worried about climate-driven depletion across the Colorado
River Basin are mulling a “grand bargain” that would overhaul obligations among seven
southwestern states for sharing the river’s water.
This reflects rising concerns that dry times could turn disastrous. An enshrined legal right of
California and lower-basin states to demand more Colorado River water could imperil half of
Denver’s water supply.
2

The grand bargain concept arose from increasing anxiety in booming Colorado and the other
upper-basin states — New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming — about their plight of being legally roped
into sending more water downriver, even if dry winters, new population growth and
development made that impossible without shutting faucets.
RELATED: Big new reservoirs planned northeast of Denver would divert more of South Platte’s
Nebraska‐bound water to thirsty metro suburbs
California, Arizona and Nevada, the lower-basin states that for years have siphoned more than
their allotted one-half share of river water, face greater uncertainty and painful weaning from
overuse.
Total water is decreasing in the 1,450-mile river, which trickles from high mountain snow
northwest of Denver and carves canyons up to a mile deep. Over the last 15 years, amid a climate
shift toward aridity, warming has reduced the river’s flows by at least 6%, according to research
based on federal hydrology and temperature data.
Yet the Colorado River remains the primary water source for an expanding population of 40
million people and 90% of the nation’s winter vegetable production — one of the most overallocated rivers in the world, with water taken out each year exceeding natural flows from rain
and snow.
The grand bargain would remove the legal right to “call,” or demand, more water during dry
times that was established by the 1922 Colorado River Compact.
Colorado farmers and Front Range cities no longer would face the threat of downriver states
legally mandating that more water be left in the river, forcing shut-offs. In return, lower-basin
states would be guaranteed a set amount, possibly less than what they’re currently using, and
gain time to stop their steady draw-down of the Lake Mead reservoir, which remains less than
half full even after a wet winter. The upriver Lake Powell reservoir, also less than half full, would
serve as storage to help lower states adjust to living on less water.

3
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Justin Sullivan, Getty Images
In this 2015 photo, a boat is dwarfed by the tall bleached “bathtub ring” on the rocky banks of
Lake Powell in Arizona. The Colorado River Basin supplies water to 40 million people in seven
western states.

Divvying up water
Back around the end of World War I, states formed the League of the Southwest to promote
development across the arid West, which explorers and early settlers had deemed largely
inhospitable. With authorization from Congress, the seven southwestern states negotiated the
Colorado River Compact to divvy water, an agreement to share what negotiators estimated to be
a total annual flow of 15 million acre-feet equally among upper- and lower-basin states.
The compact says the upper states must leave 75 million acre-feet in the river over each decade
(an average of 7.5 million acre-feet a year), based on measurements where the river enters
northern Arizona at Lee’s Ferry. But it got complicated. Later, in 1944, an international treaty
required 1.5 million acre-feet for Mexico. And the river’s annual average flow is about 12.5
million acre-feet, not 15 million acre-feet.
Western water managers got by because Colorado and the other upper-basin states collectively
have been using about 4.5 million acre-feet a year, well below their 7.5 million acre-feet
allotment.
But the upper states chafe more and more at the lower states’ power to issue a “call” and, if
necessary, force radical curtailments. This has never happened. However, as climate warming
4

continues to drive depletion, and as urban expansion and food production possibly require more
water from the river, Colorado and the other upper states remain obligated under the 1922
compact if the lower states demand more water.
Federal authorities say they favor gradual steps and the preservation of the compact, but
traditionally have deferred to states in managing water in the West.
California officials this week indicated an interest in exploring new ways to address climate
warming impacts. But Chris Harris, director of the Colorado River Board of California, told The
Denver Post his state is not ready to discuss any specific bargain that would require giving up a
legal right to “call” for more water. And John Entsminger, manager of the Southern Nevada Water
Authority manager and his state’s chief negotiator, questioned how the bargain would help the
lower states.
The serious behind-the-scenes contemplation of this bargain “reflects the current conditions on
the river — the extended drought we’ve been through, the speed at which the system has gone
down, the reality of a warming climate and what that is going to mean for flows,” said Jim
Lochhead, the manager of Denver Water who previously served as Colorado’s director of natural
resources and represented the state in river negotiations with other western states.
While Lochhead discussed the bargain in an interview with the Post, he said he hasn’t taken a
formal position supporting any specific proposal.
“What we need is some kind of arrangement that gives the lower basin time to manage demands
and solve their structural deficit problems” — overuse — “and also provide some assurance, in
exchange for that time, to the upper basin that we are not going to be facing a legal crisis in the
form of a compact ‘call’ or some type of curtailment,” Lochhead said.
“From a Colorado perspective, my interest would be that Western Slope irrigated agriculture and
the economy on the Western Slope be protected, and, obviously, that Front Range municipalities
that rely on the Colorado River be protected in our water supplies. … That would be our starting
point,” he said.
“Given the status of the reservoirs. … the speed at which Powell and Mead have dropped, we
don’t have the luxury to take a lot of time and deal around the edges of the problems. We need to
think about some bigger, and different, solution to resolve the deficit that is staring us all in the
face.”
If dry times forced a “call” for water, “we would stand to lose half our water supplies for 1.4
million people. That’s going to carry a lot of economic and social concerns, not only for Denver,”
5

he said, referring to agriculture in northeastern Colorado and other booming Front Range cities
that depend on water diverted through tunnels from the Colorado River.
Colorado’s recently updated state water plan contains a goal of “supporting strategies to
maximize the use of compact water while actively avoiding a Colorado River Compact deficit.”
Colorado Water Conservation Board director Rebecca Mitchell, just named by Gov. Jared Polis to
represent the state in western water negotiations, called the grand bargain “an interesting
thought exercise” and said Colorado, while focused for now on updating reservoir operational
protocols with other states, eventually will look at using all the water it legally can without
triggering a call.
“There’s no doubt that with climate change, population growth and potentially less precipitation,
the future of the Colorado River resource faces challenges,” Mitchell said.
Colorado leaders currently are “assessing the feasibility” of cutting water use “as a tool” to make
sure Colorado doesn’t violate the compact — “to avoid an involuntary curtailment and the
associated uncertainty for users of Colorado River water,” she said.
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Hyoung Chang, The Denver Post
The Colorado River flows near the Grizzly Creek Rest Area in Glenwood Canyon on Thursday,
August 22, 2019.
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“Less water in the system”
The grand bargain gained traction this summer at a University of Colorado Law School forum,
following circulation of a paper by former Colorado River District manager Eric Kuhn and
reporter-turned-water-analyst John Fleck of the University of New Mexico that articulated the
concept.
They cast the bargain as a crucial recognition that the river on average holds about 2.5 million
acre-feet less water than state negotiators put on paper in the 1922 compact.
The grand bargain “is a long-term sustainable solution” to Colorado River Basin problems
“providing flexibility and security for water uses in the basin, including recreational and
environmental flows, while recognizing that there is less water in the system than what was
contemplated when the Law of the River was conceived,” they wrote.
It could take an act of Congress to cement a reworking of the 1922 compact’s obligations and
water allotments, which were based on calculations following a series of exceptionally wet
winters. The compact has fostered complex collaboration and adjustments so that the federal
government hasn’t had to intervene over water in the West. Rather than replace it, grand-bargain
proponents say, states can negotiate the bargain as a follow-on agreement, along with renegotiation starting next year of the 2007 temporary protocols for managing river flows in a way
that keeps the same amount of water in the Lake Powell and Lake Mead reservoirs.
At the CU forum, Harris, the Colorado River Board of California director, addressed western
water managers and policymakers who’d been considering the bargain. California is “willing to
be a good partner,” remains “willing to collaborate” and devoutly believes in water conservation
and incentives, Harris said.
But in dry times, Harris made clear, “I have got to be able to rely on Colorado River water.”
Harris in an interview this week said it would be premature to comment on a bargain to remove
the legal right for California and other states to “call” for more water in dry times. However, he
acknowledged climate warming is reducing water in the river.
“Climate change certainly is bringing a whole new set of challenges to all of us in the context of
managing the water supply in the Colorado River Basin and meeting both short-term and longterm demands of all users in the basin,” he said. “That reality, and urgency, I guess, is what all of
us have to keep in mind as we sit down and begin discussions on the next set of operational
guidelines.”
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U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Lower Basin Regional Director Terry Fulp, the federal government’s
top official on the river, recently told western water managers that “our risk is too high. … we
cannot handle it” — referring to the climate-change impact that could make it impossible to meet
current demands. He reminded them that, regarding last winter’s big snow, “one good year
doesn’t break the drought in the Colorado River Basin.” Fulp favored continued reliance on the
compact rather than an overhaul of obligations among the southwestern states.
“I am a subscriber to the incremental approach, ” he said at CU. “We have proven success with
the incremental approach. It has kept us out of court. It has found good solutions. It has kept us
all at the table.”
In Las Vegas, Entsminger, the Southern Nevada Water Authority manager, agreed with upperbasin contentions that the lower basin must use less water, within the 7.5 million acre-feet — or
8.25 million acre-feet if the upper basin’s disputed one-half contribution to the water for Mexico
under the 1944 treaty is included — that the compact requires the upper states to leave in the
river each year.
“Whatever the number is, the lower basin needs to live within that amount. Steps need to be
taken in the lower basin to make use of the river sustainable,” Entsminger said in an interview
with the Post.
He’s well aware of upper basin concerns “about somehow not bearing the full burden of climate
change,” he said, but didn’t see how a grand bargain giving up the legal right of a “call” in dry
times would benefit lower-basin states.
“In exchange for a guaranteed amount of water? We have a guaranteed amount now,” Entsminger
said.
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John Moore, Getty Images
Mexican agricultural workers cultivate romaine lettuce on a farm in Holtville, Calif., on Oct. 8,
2013. The Imperial Valley, which is irrigated from water diverted from the Colorado River, is one
of the most productive agricultural areas in the United States. (Photo by John Moore/Getty
Images)

A diminishing flow
After an ambitious century, this current behind-the-scenes wrangling over climate risk and a
possible grand bargain shows how rising temperatures and changing water levels increasingly
constrain human use of the Colorado River. The shift toward aridity over the past two decades
has muffled optimism of the past that a vast, fragile desert could be transformed through massive
federal projects tapping the river, which drains a 246,000-square-mile swath of the West.
Climate scientists have calculated that rising temperatures are reducing water in the river
because trees and plants consume more and evaporation intensifies.
A 2017 study led by Colorado researcher Brad Udall, director of the CU-National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration Western Water Assessment, projected that temperature increases
will lead to a 20% decrease in Colorado River water by 2050 and a 35% decrease by the end of
the century. There’s strong evidence, the study found, for a 30% decrease by 2050 and a 55%
decrease by the end of the century.
9

In California, Harris didn’t dispute these projections. “That’s part of what all of us are working on
now,” he said, “trying to get the data we need that can help inform our collaborative decisionmaking going forward.”
Udall said a grand bargain “is worth exploring. It solves this sticky delivery obligation problems,”
he said. “It can help resolve the climate change issue as flows decline. It provides some certainty
we don’t have now.”
And Anne Castle, the top federal water official in the Obama administration, now a senior fellow
at the CU Law School, saw the bargain as good for people and the environment.
“I see the threat of climate change and the reduction of flows in the Colorado River as so
significant that removing the risk that the upper basin gets hit for the full amount of the
reduction would be a significant benefit over the long-term,” Castle said.
“You do not want to make anybody’s faucet go dry. And you want to avoid adverse impact on
river flows in Colorado. A grand bargain that includes both a cap on development in the upper
basin and protection against a lower basin ‘call’ on the river could help with that,” she said.
Rising fears in the upper basin, and a festering sense of unfairness, are driving interest in a grand
bargain as climate warming reduces water across the river basin, said Jennifer Gimbel, a former
Department of Interior undersecretary and director of the Colorado Water Conservation Board
who is serving as a senior water scholar at Colorado State University.
“The fear is that we’re never going to see, to get the benefit of, our bargain with the lower basin
under the compact. We in the upper basin states, we will want to develop all the water that we
feel we are entitled to,” Gimbel said.
And climate change will increase those risks and test tolerance, said Reagan Waskom, director of
CSU’s Colorado Water Institute.
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Bloomberg file photo
The confluence of the Little Colorado River and the Colorado River is seen in Grand Canyon
National Park in Arizona on June 25, 2015.
“The upper basin motivation for a deal is a calculation of certainty versus uncertainty. Front
Range water providers with post-1922 rights are vulnerable and uncertain what could happen to
Colorado River diversions in a prolonged drought,” he said. “Western Slope agriculture is fearful
that their senior rights may be vulnerable in a crisis that affects the Front Range. Better to
negotiate a contingency plan and bargain before a crisis brings in a federal heavy hand. It is a
calculation of acceptable level of risk.”
As temperatures around the southwestern states broke records again this summer, discussions
around the grand bargain concept diverged over perceptions of urgency. Lower basin and federal
officials leaned toward gradual “incrementalism” in dealing with river levels year by year and the
cooperative management of reservoirs to maximize flexibility. Nobody wants to scuttle the whole
compact and revert to legal fights in court.
But overall water levels in the Colorado River Basin are likely to keep going down, possibly faster
than anticipated, Denver Water’s Lochhead.
“Any kind of big idea, somebody is going to perceive a threat and just oppose it because they
think they’re going to get hurt by it. So it is easier to talk about ‘incrementalism,’ particularly
from a federal or state perspective,” he said. “But at the end of the day, we’re looking at a river
that is potentially going to be changing shape much more rapidly than we thought it ever would.
There’s going to have to be some bigger ideas that are put on the table for consideration. There’s
11

going to have to be some honest dialogue, rather than go into a corner and hunker down and try
to pretend we don’t have a problem.”
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Clean Water. Quality Life.™
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Tap fees to increase on new development west of Vail
Amy Phillips of the Avon Town Council blames Traer Creek for the fee increases
News | August 28, 2019
John LaConte

jlaconte@vaildaily.com

The 2 million gallon Traer Creek water tank is shown in December 2014. The water authority accepted the newly built tank into its system April 1, 2015, but less than two
months later, a significant leak was located in the tank.
Eagle River Water and Sanitation District/Special to the Daily

AVON — A fee increase on new development in the midvalley areas serviced by the Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority is set to go
into effect on September 1 after receiving approval from the Avon Town Council on August 27.
The $710 increase is designed to recoup on average $10,910 per single-family equivalent. Fees were also increased in 2014 to recoup
an average of $10,200 per single-family equivalent.
“This increase is attributed to signi cant capital investment in the water system since the 2014 update,” Jason Cowles with the
authority wrote in a memo to the Authority Board of Directors in advance of their August 22 meeting. The Board of Directors
approved the new fees at that meeting, and the town of Avon’s approval was the last of cial action needed to initiate the new fees.
Cowles also told the Avon Town Council that the cost of the demolition and reconstruction of a failed water tank in the Traer Creek
area of Avon is included in the increased fees.

https://www.vaildaily.com/news/tap-fees-to-increase-on-new-development-west-of-vail/
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Tale of the tank
Completed in 2015, the Traer Creek water tank was supposed to facilitate the development of up to 2,400 homes and 825,000 square
feet of commercial space in the area which spans from the current Beaver Creek Rodeo grounds on the west to proposed home sites
that are directly north of Dowd Junction.
Less than two months after the water authority accepted the newly built tank into its system in April of 2015, a leak was located in the
tank, caused by soil settlement, and it was determined that the tank needed to be replaced.
The water authority led suit against the developer, Traer Creek-RP LLC, in District Court, saying the developer was responsible for
the repair or replacement of the tank.
The case was settled this year, with the authority receiving $5 million of the estimated $9 to $12 million it will cost to build a new

tank.
The authority will attempt to recoup the remaining cost through the tap fee increases approved on Tuesday.

240 apartments coming soon
On Tuesday, Avon Council Member Amy Phillips took the opportunity to blame Traer Creek for the fee increases.
“The general taxpayers, some of which will be the Traer Creek folks, are having an increase in their fees because of the failure of that
developer,” Phillips said.
Cowles told the Avon Town Council the tap fees, or water system impact fees, will only be levied on new construction, and constitute
a roughly 3 percent increase per year.
“It’s an effort to recoup our investment as new development comes online,” he said.
Phillips said water tank aside, she has been happy to hear construction equipment engines being started at 6:57 a.m. outside her
of ce window near Traer Creek every morning in recent weeks.
“The next time someone says I’m being really hard on Traer Creek because I’m questioning their motives, it is past behavior — not
ful lling their obligations — that bothers me greatly, nothing to do with anything they’re working on now, including the fact that
they’re nally moving dirt for a 240-unit apartment complex which is sorely needed,” Phillips said.
A deal closed Aug. 15 for the $6.47 million sale of a 10-acre parcel land from Traer Creek to Avoco Investors LLC, to be used for the
new 240-unit apartment complex referenced by Phillips. Construction is expected to start in the coming weeks.
“The remarks from last night’s Avon Town Council meeting are a mischaracterization of a complex construction defect lawsuit that
included nine different litigants,” Marcus Lindholm, with Traer Creek, wrote in response to Phillips’ comments. “We are working with
the Water Authority on the water tank project and look forward to working with the town of Avon on future endeavors for the bene t
of the community.”
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Aspen joins water managers using new technologies to map mountain snowpack, predict streamflows | Aspen Journalism

(https://www.aspenjournalism.org/2019/09/09/aspen-joins-water-managers-using-new-technologies-to-map-

mountain-snowpack-predict-streamflows/)
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JEFFREY DEEMS/ASO, NATIONAL SNOW AND ICE DATA CENTER

This map shows the snowpack depth of Castle and Maroon valleys in spring 2019. The map was
created with information from NASA's Airborne Snow Observatory, which will help water managers
make more accurate streamflow predictions.

STEAMBOAT — As a changing climate renders streamflow predictions less accurate, water
managers are turning to new technologies for a clearer picture of what’s happening in
their basin’s snowpack.
The city of Aspen last spring became the latest water provider in western Colorado to use
remote-sensing lasers from airplanes to map the snowpack in the surrounding watershed.
On April 7 and June 10, planes equipped with LiDAR, which stands for light detection and
ranging, flew over the mountains surrounding Castle and Maroon creeks, measuring the
depth of the snow and how much water it contained.
The snow from Castle and Maroon valleys eventually becomes Aspen’s municipal water
supply as it trickles downstream. Knowing how much snow is left and where that snow is
located can help Aspen’s water managers better plan for spring runoff.
“The information (that the flights) were able to share with us shows us so much
information about where the snow collects and some of the runoff patterns,” said
Margaret Medellin, the manager of Aspen’s Utilities Portfolio. “It’s a more sophisticated
way of looking at the water content in our snow.”
The flights were conducted by NASA’s Airborne Snow Observatory (https://aso.jpl.nasa.gov) , or
ASO, an initiative co-founded by Jeffrey Deems, a research scientist at the National Snow
and Ice Data Center at the University of Colorado where the data will be archived and
distributed. Last month in Steamboat Springs, Deems gave a presentation on mapping
mountain snowpack at Colorado Water Congress.
“It removes a good portion of the uncertainty,” Deems said in a separate interview. “The
better we can manage the system, the more everybody benefits and is less in conflict.”
https://www.aspenjournalism.org/2019/09/09/aspen-joins-water-managers-using-new-technologies-to-map-mountain-snowpack-predict-streamflows/
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Streamflow forecasts — used by irrigators, water managers, federal and state agencies,
and other entities — are based primarily on data collected from snow-telemetry, or
SNOTEL, sites. These automated, remote sensors collect weather and snowpack
information in Colorado’s mountainous watersheds.
But SNOTEL sites provide just a snapshot, often not telling the whole story, which leads to
inaccurate streamflow forecasts.
When conditions at SNOTEL sites start to creep outside of “normal” historic data due to
climate-warming effects — early-spring melting, dust on snow, warm winter temperatures,
fires and beetle-kill — the forecasting models can begin to lose accuracy. By mapping an
entire watershed, ASO flights paint a more complete picture of the state of the snow.
“As the past becomes less of a good guide to the future, we really need to know in greater
precision and accuracy what the current state of the snowpack is,” Deems said. “The folks
who are making the decisions on how to manage our water infrastructure — whether that’s
a ditch, a dam or a headgate — they need the best forecast possible so they can make the
correct decision at the right time.”

Jeffrey Deems/ASO, National Snow and Ice Data Center
This map shows the snowpack depth of the Maroon Bells in spring 2019. The map was created with
information from NASA’s Airborne Snow Observatory, which will help water managers make more accurate
streamflow predictions.

Avalanches and hydrology
The LiDAR mapping also has the potential to help water managers better understand
extreme weather events such as the historic avalanche activity this past March. One of
Deem’s LiDAR mapping photos showed mountain tops that were scoured and devoid of
snow, and valleys and avalanche paths that contained deep piles — the result of huge
avalanches. An unanswered question is whether this snow melted out sooner (because it
slid to a lower elevation) or later (because avalanche debris is denser and more compact).
“It may actually have delayed melt into the runoff season,” Deems said. “It’s not
something we can say definitively what the effect is, but for the first time, the data set may
actually allow us to test that and get a better handle on how hydrology and avalanches
interact.”
Denver Water, which provides water to 1.4 million people on the Front Range, last spring
used ASO flights (https://denverwatertap.org/2019/07/23/using-high-tech-equipment-in-the-air-to-measuresnow-on-the-ground/) to see how much snow remained in the mountains surrounding Dillion
Reservoir, its largest storage pool. Data from a June 24 flight showed that although the
SNOTEL sites at about 11,000 feet were melted out, there was still 114,000 acre-feet of
water in the snowpack above. Denver Water increased its outflows from Dillon Reservoir to
make room for the coming snowmelt.

https://www.aspenjournalism.org/2019/09/09/aspen-joins-water-managers-using-new-technologies-to-map-mountain-snowpack-predict-streamflows/
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“That ended up being about half our seasonal runoff,” said Nathan Elder, Denver Water’s
manager of water supply. “(ASO) is the next thing in snow measurement. We haven’t had
an advancement like this since the late ’70s, when they started putting in SNOTEL sites.”

Photo courtesy of Quantum Spatial
A flight from NASA’s Airborne Snow Observatory gathers data about the snowpack above the reservoir on a
June 24 flight. Information gathered from the flight helped Denver Water manage reservoir operations.

Costly technology
While innovative and useful, the technology is expensive. Over the past three years, the
Colorado Water Conservation Board has spent $1.9 million on the Watershed Forecasting
Partnership Program, with nearly $519,000 spent on ASO flights, according to Chris Arend,
communications director for the Department of Natural Resources. The Castle and Maroon
creek watersheds were mapped as an offshoot of a multiyear program in the Upper
Gunnison River Basin.
A good approach, Deems said, would be for multiple local agencies to pitch in and share
the cost, since each flight on the specially equipped plane can cost tens of thousands of
dollars. For a small municipality such as Aspen, it’s just not worth it.
“It’s really hard to fund or justify funding big efforts like that,” Medellin said. “We are
really excited about the data, but we have to think: Is this something we can really afford
in this community? Right now, it seems like the benefit wouldn’t justify the costs.”
Editor’s note: Aspen Journalism collaborates with The Aspen Times
(https://www.aspentimes.com/news/aspen-joins-water-managers-using-new-technologies-to-map-mountain-

and other Swift Communications newspapers on coverage of
water and rivers. The Times published this story on Monday, Sept. 9, 2019.
snowpack-predict-streamflows/)
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Colorado wastewater managers are grappling with a “wipes crisis” that leaves pipes in crappy shape – The Colorado Sun

Disposable wipes get entangled in equipment used by Aurora Water to cut through blockages, including tree roots.
Though the equipment has powerful teeth, the wipes remain mostly intact. (Photo provided by Aurora Water)

ENVIRONMENT

Colorado wastewater managers are
grappling with a “wipes crisis” that leaves
pipes in crappy shape
Low-flow toilets and an endless supply of wipes that shouldn’t
actually be flushed result in heavy, stinking blobs lightheartedly
referred to as ‘Cousin Its’ when they’re dragged from the sewer
SEP 11, 2019 5:05AM MDT

Jason Blevins

https://coloradosun.com/2019/09/11/colorado-wastewater-wipes-crisis/
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EYSTONE — The congealed blobs of stinking disposable wipes pulled
from sewage pump stations across the country, those are called

“Cousin Its.” When there are hypodermic needles in the system-

jamming clogs, those are called “Porcupines.”
“Whoever has to deal with these is
typically the lowest guy on the

totem pole,” says Dave Barkey as he
clicks through a slide show of

Today’s the day.

grimacing wastewater-treatment

It’s been one year since The

soggy wipes.

impactful journalism for

workers hoisting black gobs of

Barkey sells wipe-churning

grinders to sewer plants and on
Monday he gave a presentation
titled “Wiping Out the Wipes

Crisis” at the Rocky Mountain

Water Conference in Keystone.
Hosted by the Rocky Mountain

American Water Works Association
and Rocky Mountain Water

Environment Association, the

conference drew more than 900
attendees for a regional rally of

Colorado Sun began publishing
Colorado and we need the

support of every reader like you.
Memberships start at just

$5/month, but if you act right

now you can get our biggest
discount ever on a Newsletters+
membership, which includes
access to members-only
newsletters The Unaffiliated
(Colorado politics) and The
Outsider (everything outdoors by
Jason Blevins).

municipal utility managers eager to
learn the latest technologies and
processes for treating water and
wastewater.

JOIN THE SUN

(Already a member? Click here to login and hide
this message.)

The wipes industry is huge and

growing at more than 5% a year,
with sales expected to climb to
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more than $20 billion in 2021 from about $15 billion in 2017. Entrepreneurs
have seized the wipe trend with products like Dude Wipes, Below The Belt
Butt Wipes and the mitt-shaped Shittens. Combine the wipe frenzy with

water-saving toilets flushing with as little as 1.28 gallons — compared with 5
gallons a few decades ago — and sewage treatment plants worldwide are

grappling with system-clogging baby wipes, cleaning wipes and other socalled “disposable” and “flushable” wipes.

Sometimes wipes flushed elsewhere can cause back ups in the home. This massive backup was the result of disposable wipes
flushed somewhere else on the line that created a blockage and forced sewage into a house. (Provided by Aurora Water)

They are, technically, disposable and flushable: once they are used and

dropped into a toilet, they are no longer in that bowl. But the wipes don’t

dissolve like toilet paper. They gather on pipe-penetrating roots and wrap
around treatment screens and filters.

Pump stations can see wipes-related maintenance costs climb as much as

$30,000 a year and power bills increase just as much as systems labor to push
wipes through treatment processes. Plugs of wipes seem most problematic
https://coloradosun.com/2019/09/11/colorado-wastewater-wipes-crisis/
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downstream of senior-living facilities, retirement communities, hospitals
and schools, Barkey says.

“The wipes problem is not going away,” he says, launching into his

presentation of mechanical solutions for a room full of wipe-weary
wastewater treatment bosses.

MORE: Where does our poop end up? Probably spread on farmland in
eastern Colorado

There are chopper pumps with screw-type impellers that require big motors
and lots of energy. There are more efficient grinder pumps, with pairs of 17tooth, serrated cutters spinning both horizontally and vertically. The

choppers and grinders work to shred wipes into the tiniest of bits, which

prevents the dreaded “reweaving,” where strands of wipes find each other
downstream and create equipment-blocking problems anew.

Pump station managers can also deploy the more labor-intensive screens and
augers to capture and remove wipes from treatment facilities.

After closing his presentation with stories of whale-sized fatbergs of wipes
and congealed fatbergs obstructing sewers around the world, Barkey took a
few questions.

How long do the new grinders last? one person asked. Anywhere from two to
10 years, depending on how much use they get.

Can cities or wastewater treatment managers sue manufacturers who make

wipes? wondered another. Lawsuits targeting wipes manufacturers have not
gone far as municipalities struggle to prove that “flushable” wipes are the
cause of problems after studies show a host of nonflushable items — like
https://coloradosun.com/2019/09/11/colorado-wastewater-wipes-crisis/
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paper towels, trash, baby wipes and surface cleaning wipes — are clogging
aging wastewater treatment collection and treatment systems.

“Banning or penalizing these innovative products designed to be flushed will
only worsen the problems faced by municipalities because consumers will
likely turn to nonflushable products – like baby wipes – to address their

toileting needs,” reads a 2018 statement from the Association of Nonwoven
Fabrics Industry after a Minnesota city backed out of a lawsuit it had filed
against the makers of flushable wipes without any compensation.

MORE: Read more environmental coverage from The Colorado Sun.

While sewer treatment bosses focus on mechanical solutions to wipes in
pipes, municipalities and water managers are working on education
campaigns designed to educate flushers about wipes.

“I think public outreach is our best strategy right now,” says Stephanie Segler
who helps assess wastewater treatment systems for Denver engineering and
environmental consulting firm HDR Inc. “I think there is more the public

needs to know. Just Google ‘fatberg’ and you’ll find agencies around the world
are dealing with this. People need to stop using them. They should not be
used.”

Colorado wastewater managers don’t struggle with wipes as much as their

colleagues around the country, said Edyta Stec-Uddin, a senior engineer with
Metro Wastewater Reclamation District, which serves 60 local governments
in metro Denver.

https://coloradosun.com/2019/09/11/colorado-wastewater-wipes-crisis/
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Disposable wipes combine with fats, oils and grease to clog pipes in Aurora Water’s wastewater
system. (Provided by Aurora Water)

“Maybe people in Colorado don’t use as many,” she says. “And we do have
good outreach and maybe that helps.”

Bergs of wipes in MWRD plants can be as big as 8-feet tall, 4-feet wide and

“extremely, extremely heavy,” Stec-Uddin says. The masses can overwhelm
filters, screen and equipment, she says.

So when it comes to outreach, should wastewater treatment managers do a

better job of making sure toilet flushers are distinguishing between flushable
and nonflushable wipes?

“I would say all of them are nonflushable,” says Stec-Uddin, sharing a sort of
mantra among wastewater managers. “They don’t dissolve.”

Pulling together on “Parked” / Snapchat message revives CSU death

investigation / 400 lbs. of dirt & 5 lbs. of glitter / And much, much more
Parked: New state law brings hope to Colorado’s mobile-home residents
https://coloradosun.com/2019/09/11/colorado-wastewater-wipes-crisis/
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary

DATE:

August 29, 2019

RE:

Summary of Authority’s Aug. 22, 2019, Board Meeting

The following is a summary of items discussed at the Aug. 22, 2019, Authority Board Meeting:
Board members present and acting included: Acting Chair Mick Woodworth, Secretary Kim Bell Williams,
Treasurer Geoff Dreyer, director Pam Elsner and alternate director Eric Heil. Board members Gregory and Smith
Hymes called into the meeting as observers.

Eagle River Village
Mobile Home Park
Water System Update

Jason Cowles discussed a recent meeting with representatives and stakeholders
involved in the ERV water system discussions. The ERV owners engaged
consultants to sample their water and suggest methods by which additional
treatment could be used to improve water quality there. Jason will continue to
participate in the discussions and report developments back to the board.

Public Hearing: Water
System Impact Fee
Increase

Jason Cowles discussed the proposed increase to the water system impact fee
(WSIF), which requires unanimous board approval. The increase will update the fee
to include the cost of water system capital improvements in recent years; the annual
updates to the fees since 2014 included cost of living increases but did not account
for the capital investments in the system that new customers are buying into. A
public hearing was held, and no public comments were received. The board
unanimously approved the WSIF increase, contingent upon the approval of the
Avon Town Council at its Aug. 27 council meeting.

Budget Amendment,
Audit Approval

James Wilkins discussed the need to amend the 2018 budget, as capital spending
and engineering costs exceeded budgeted funds. The board unanimously approved
the budget amendment. James also discussed the 2018 audited financial
statements, for which a clean opinion was issued by McMahan and Associates.
James noted a filing extension was granted by the Division of Local Government for
the audit. The board unanimously approved the audited financial statements for
2018 and authorized the General Manager and Director of Finance to execute
related documents.

Electrical Safety
Program Manual

Dan Siebert presented information related to the newly-created Electrical Safety
Program Manual. The manual provides clear technical definitions, defines roles and
responsibilities, training, expectations and resources. The manual’s development
was staff-initiated to reduce district-wide risk, clarify roles and responsibilities, and
improve the District’s safety culture.

Water System Master
Plan

Micah Schuette and AE2S staff discussed the Authority and District water master
plan, which will replace the individual plans each entity developed in 2008 and
2009, respectively. Micah provided an overview of the plan, including build-out
development projections, future water demand projections, the creation of a new
integrated water distribution system hydraulic model, condition assessments of
infrastructure, and next steps including the development of a 10-year capital
improvement plan.

Summary of Authority’s Aug. 22, 2019, Board Meeting
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Quarterly Finance
Report

James Wilkins discussed the quarterly financials. Water sales for May and June
were well below projections, likely due to the wet, cold spring experienced in the
service area. Impact fees are higher than projections and expected to exceed
budgeted amounts for the fiscal year, based on the large development projects the
Authority is aware of at this time.

Berry Creek Pump
Station Replacement

Jeff Schneider discussed the needed replacement of the Berry Creek pump station.
Requirements from Eagle County, including the location and extent application and
a variety of comments and suggestions on the application, have delayed the
project’s start. A Sept. 18 County Planning Commission hearing is scheduled, at
which approval is expected. Discussion ensued regarding a proposed meeting
between the Commissioners and the Authority and District boards to determine
ways to collaborate and ensure needed projects to serve the public good are not
delayed in the future.

Water Resources
Updates to the
Operations Report

Len Wright discussed updates to the water resources section in the operations
report. Such changes were made to provide more relevant information to the boards
in three distinct sections: snowpack and precipitation; streamflow hydrographs; and
watershed status. Len said staff would like board feedback on the revised report.

District Sanitary
Survey Preparations

Siri Roman presented an overview of District preparations for its sanitary survey,
which will take place next week. Siri discussed the many items that inspectors
review during the sanitary survey; any violations require public notice. Lessons
were learned during the Authority’s sanitary survey the previous year, which were
applied to District preparations.

Mountain Hive
Conditional Ability to
Serve Letter

The board authorized Jason Cowles to issue a conditional ability to serve letter to
the proposed Mountain Hive project in Edwards. Such a letter does not commit the
Authority to serve the development but indicates that such water is available.

Communications and
Public Affairs Update

Diane Johnson updated on various topics, including a successful open house for
the Stillwater employee housing development; an upcoming bus tour of the
Authority and District’s system for stakeholders of the Community Water Plan; and
the start of the Hahnewald Barn deconstruction. Diane also noted that Chris Treese,
the long-time external affairs manager for the Colorado River District, is retiring in
mid-September. She also said Becky Mitchell, the director of the Colorado Water
Conservation Board, was appointed as Colorado’s Commissioner on the Upper
Colorado River Commission, replacing James Eklund.

Updated Water Rights
Appraisal

Glenn Porzak reported a recent review of the Authority’s water rights and said the
value of the Authority’s water rights is $58 million.

Black Lakes
Augmentation Plan

Glenn Porzak discussed the final decree for approval of the Authority’s 300 acre
feet of Black Lakes augmentation water. This amount was increased from 200 acre
feet; the additional 100 acre feet became available when the District’s contract with
Vail Resorts for that water ended.

Wolford Mountain
Reservoir Exchange

Glenn Porzak noted execution of the final decree to make absolute a portion of the
Authority’s Wolford Mountain Reservoir exchange.

Piney River Unit
Settlement Agreement
Amendment

The board authorized approval of the amendment to the Piney River Unit settlement
agreement. The amended agreement still requires the approval of some of the
signatories, and Glenn will continue to monitor its progress.
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DISTRICT
AUDIT/BUDGET
Steve Coyer
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HAHNEWALD BARN
Steve Coyer
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Linn Brooks

RETIREMENT PLANS
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James Wilkins

REAL ESTATE AND NEW
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George Gregory
Brian Sipes

EMPLOYEE HOUSING
Steve Coyer
Dick Cleveland
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DEVELOPMENT
Bill Simmons
Dick Cleveland

NEW DEVELOPMENT
Geoff Dreyer
Mick Woodworth

UNALLOCATED WATER
Geoff Dreyer
Sarah Smith Hymes
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Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
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Steve Coyer (D)
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